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haumbra is an entity unto itself. It’s the mutual consciousness of all
who connect to the work of Crimson Circle. Even though each of
us is a unique and sovereign being, our commonality gives life to
the entity known as Shaumbra. Shaumbra is a proper noun, meaning that it
is worthy of a specific name. For example,
teacher is a general term and therefore
a common noun, but Mrs. Livingston is
a specific name and therefore a proper
noun. Shaumbra is an entity in every manner of speaking.
Imagine if Tobias never uttered the word
Shaumbra and never told the story behind
the name. It would have been hard to
create a mutual consciousness, or entity,
because of the lack of clarity. The Church
By Geoffrey Hoppe
of Latter-day Saints identify themselves as
Mormons, and because enough people
subscribe to the concept and word, there
is an entity known as Mormon. Fans of the Manchester United football team
call themselves Red Devils so therefore a Red Devil entity exists. A Mutual
Consciousness Entity is very real, even though it may not have a physical
body. Think of it as a cloud with an identity, formed by the mutual thoughts
and beliefs of the people who have a common bond.
There are many mutual consciousnesses, or what are sometimes called collective consciousnesses. It happens when two or more people have a common (or mutual) interest, desire or affinity. Catholic is a mutual consciousness
although the Vatican might never admit it. While we’re talking church, Jesus is
a Mutual Consciousness Entity because so many people believe in him, even
though their concept has little to do with the actual Yeshua of biblical fame.
Jesus is actually an entity (although not a souled being) and you’re likely to
run into him on the other side. He’s probably very conflicted because of the
variety of beliefs about him.
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Another form of Mutual Consciousness Entity is when an actor creates a
well-known character. For example, most of us are familiar with Han Solo
from the Star Wars movies. The role is played by the American actor Harrison
Ford. Enough people embraced the Han Solo character that it became real,
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and now Han Solo exists in human mass consciousness as well
as in the other realms. His existence is no longer dependent
on Harrison Ford; Han exists because of the effects of mutual
consciousness. You can connect to him, dream about him, channel him and watch as he changes. Batman, James Bond and
Dorothy (from The Wizard of Oz) are other examples of Mutual
Consciousness Entities.
I was a co-founder of an aviation technology company before
this current lifetime with Crimson Circle. It started as a concept
sketched out on a napkin and grew into a company with over 1,200
employees (gogoair.com). Even a company like this becomes an
entity of sorts due to mutual consciousness. I often dream about
this company because I’m still energetically tied to it, although I’d
much prefer to be dreaming about something else.
Shaumbra is us – you, me and tens of thousands of others
around the world. The entity known as Shaumbra exists as a
non-physical being in this world and in the other realms. You can
consciously connect to it, and therefore feel the essence of all
Shaumbra around the world as well as those now on the other
side. The entity changes as we change, and it can be perceived
as a singular Being, like you would perceive an angel, fairy or
other non-physical entity.
From my perspective, Shaumbra is more feminine than masculine because the majority of people in Crimson Circle are women,
and because many of us are highly intuitive and sensual. I call her
Lady Shaumbra, knowing full well that Shaumbra is neither man
or woman, nor is it just human or spirit. I like the title because to
me it makes the mutual consciousness of Shaumbra more relatable and human.
I saw Lady Shaumbra at our recent gathering in Santa Fe.
She was a goddess and angel, an apparition and a reality. I
saw her with my eyes as I sat at the back of the ballroom listening to one of the presentations. She was hovering above
the stage, at least four times larger than the person speaking at the time. She was shimmering and glowing like a true
goddess. She displayed a rainbow of colors but the primary
hues were reddish and gold. She seemed ageless, both young
and mature at the same time. She wasn’t smiling or frowning
but rather had a look of love and acceptance. She seemed
oblivious to the person speaking on stage at the moment, but
intensely aware of everyone in the audience.
I literally rubbed my eyes a few times because I had never seen
her before. I wondered if it was just the stage lighting but then
realized she was indeed making her presence felt to all. (I haven’t
viewed the Santa Fe videos yet but I’m wondering if the cameras
picked up anything?) I closed my eyes because I didn’t want my
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eye-brains to interfere with this special moment. I wondered if I was
supposed to channel her later in the conference? Adamus had been
very elusive about whom I would channel, so perhaps it would be
her? Without hearing words I received an immediate and clear, “No.”
I realized she wanted to play a supportive role in the background,
kind of the way Kuthumi does with us.
I felt the rays of Lady Shaumbra’s light or wisdom, or whatever you
want to call it, reach out and penetrate me. I didn’t need to hear
words because I got the message. I’ll try to put it into words here for
the sake of the readers:
“Feel how I have grown and changed! When I came into beingness
I was small and fragile, but now I am as large as the world and as
steady as the stars in the night sky. I have all of the memories of your
journey together as Shaumbra, and I hold the collective wisdom of
this group. I contain and preserve the potentials of where we can go
together. Ask, and I will show you what can become.”
That got my attention. Yes, I’d like to know what lays ahead for us.
Lady Shaumbra continued:
“You planted the seeds of new consciousness 2,000 years ago.
Now you are bringing them to life at a time when our planet needs
it. You are harvesting awareness at a time of great hunger for a new
way on Earth. We have had many twists and turns along the way, but
today at this gathering I say that I am firmly anchored into the terra
and heart and mind of this planet. We have completed the third great
phase of our work, and now we prepare for our final segment.
“I will remain long after you are gone from this planet. I will be
here for the ones who call out in despair in the middle of the night. I
will comfort those who are lost in their pain and grief and show them
that they too can be whole and one again. I will show them the light
when they are shrouded in darkness. I will show them where to find
the answers to the myriad of questions they have.
“Today, as Shaumbra, we stop asking ‘Who Am I?’ Now we
ask, ‘How far can I expand?’ Ask this together, and together we
will discover.”
An incredible sense of peace and fulfillment came over me. I also
realized we have much to experience together in the times to come,
but we had reached an important milestone. Instead of feeling into
the future with trepidation, I felt only joy and massion.
After a while, my attention shifted back to what was happening on
stage. The Rude Awakening team had just finished their talk and the
20-minute preview of their film was about to play on the big screen.
Adamus sat down next to me. He put his arm around me and with a
huge, loving smile he said, “We’re here. We made it. From here on
it’s all about living as Masters. It’s our dream, our Shaumbra dream.”
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A VERY SPECIAL GIFT

A VERY
SPECIAL
GIFT
What’s the most outrageous thing
you’ve ever done? On May 6, 2017
Adamus asked this question during
Shoud 6 of the Transhuman series. The
audience answers varied, of course, but
Adamus had a story to top them all.
He related how, in his lifetime as
St. Germain, he sought an audience
with Pope Pius VI to discuss the precarious political situation in France.
However, with everyone wanting the
Pope’s attention, he needed to make
an unforgettable impression and so
came up with a unique and risky plan.
After – ahem – baring his soul during the ensuing 90-minute discussion,
St. Germain’s escapade became
the inspiration for one of the
greatest
fables
of
all
time,
“The Emperor’s New Clothes.”
Something about Adamus’ story
struck a nerve with Dutch-Canadian artist Tjalling Halbertsma. After (re)creating the meeting between St. Germain
and Pope Pius VI, he presented the
previously hidden record of this event
during the recent celebration in Santa
Fe. To hear the story and see this priceless “painting,” click the link below.

ST. GERMAIN & POPE PIUS VI

A warm and hearty Thank You to
Tjalling for his faithful account and
inestimable gift!
TjallingPhotography.com

UPCOMING EVENTS
THE MASTER CODE – SOLD OUT
Steinsland, Norway • September 3–5, 2019
The Master Code is an all-new gathering with Adamus Saint-Germain. We’re
back in beautiful Steinsland, Norway to initiate another set of expansions and
evolutions. The word “code” means a form of communication or symbols,
as well as a set of ethics and conduct. We can’t say too
MORE INFO
much more about this workshop because it hasn’t been
done yet, and Adamus is prone to making changes and
adjustments right up to the last minute.

THE THRESHOLD REUNION – SOLD OUT
Rust, Austria • September 13–15, 2019
Featuring live channels, and personal interaction with Adamus Saint-Germain,
The Threshold Reunion is for Threshold Graduates who would like to revisit the
energies and experiences of Threshold. The Threshold is a premium Crimson
Circle event based on what Adamus Saint-Germain calls
MORE INFO
The Threshold of Enlightenment and it is held once a year.

THE CHANNELING (AND SENSING) WORKSHOP – SOLD OUT
Rust, Austria • September 18-22, 2019
Can you learn to channel in just four days? Absolutely! We’ll show you how
to “sense” energies and translate the universal language into something your
mind will understand, and other people can hear coming
through your voice. In four days, you’ll get all of the basics
MORE INFO
and more.

THE THRESHOLD (with Japanese translation)
Kona, Hawaii – USA • November 18–22, 2019
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus,
our journey on the spiritual path has encompassed many
lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the
MORE INFO
realization of enlightenment.
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UPCOMING EVENTS
SEXUAL ENERGIES SCHOOL – También en Español
ONLINE • DECEMBER 6 - 8, 2019
We always recommend that you take this life-changing class with certified
teachers. However, if that is difficult for you, this is an opportunity to attend
the Sexual Energies School online, hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda. with
simultaneous translation into Spanish and multiple sessions with Tobias and
Adamus, as well as guided personal
MORE INFO
MAS INFO
experiences.

ENERGY WORKS – SOLD OUT
Kona, Hawaii • February 16–20, 2020
Shaumbra is at the forefront of understanding the relationship between consciousness and energy. At this gathering Adamus will go in depth into the
physics and psychology of how to put energy to work in your life, in a practical
and useful manner. This will be one of many Shaumbra groups to explore the
intimacy and sensuality of their own energy, and how to
MORE INFO
let it serve your true desires and creations.

THE THRESHOLD
Kona, Hawaii – USA • March 22–26, 2020
The Threshold is a premium Crimson Circle event based on what Adamus
Saint-Germain calls The Threshold of Enlightenment. According to Adamus,
our journey on the spiritual path has encompassed many
lifetimes, but now we hesitate at the threshold of the realMORE INFO
ization of enlightenment.

THE MASTER CODE – SOLD OUT
Kona, Hawaii – USA • April 5–9, 2020
The Master Code is an all-new gathering with Adamus Saint-Germain. The
word “code” means a form of communication or symbols, as well as a set of
ethics and conduct. We can’t say too much more about this workshop because
it hasn’t been done yet, and Adamus is prone to making
MORE INFO
changes and adjustments right up to the last minute.
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AVAILABLE
JULY 22, 2019

SHAUMBRA

SANTA FE CELEBRATION!

10 YEARS WITH ADAMUS • JUNE 15–16, 2019
There’s nothing in the world like a big Shaumbra gathering! The energies
were high, the hugs were abundant and the excitement was contagious.
Nearly 250 Shaumbra from 27 countries gathered in Santa Fe, New Mexico
last month to celebrate and commemorate our 10 years with Adamus. We
laughed and cried, we ate and drank like there was no tomorrow, and we
supported the local economy with lots of shopping. Our sole regret was that
it was only two days long.
We played a video with some of the most memorable moments from the
monthly Shouds over the past 10 years. It was obvious how we, as well as
the messages, have changed in real and dramatic ways. We showed a video
of Shaumbra encounters with Adamus over the years. He’s one of the few
entities that gets off the stage and into our faces as part of his entertaining,
provocative and distracting teaching method. At the end of the first day we
“roasted” Adamus. A Roast is an American-style tribute that is both humorous and irreverent, but all in good fun. Who else but Shaumbra would dare
roast their angelic entity? Saturday night nearly 150 Shaumbra came back
after dinner to dance to the lively music of Jimmy Stadler. The next day we
were treated to a spell-binding 20-minute preview of Jonathan Kray’s Rude
Awakening film.
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Fittingly, Adamus opened the
gathering on the first day after
a warm welcome by Geoff and
Linda Hoppe. He brought the
energy together, and then turned
things over to Merlin. The Merlin
message went deep, and it took
more than a coffee break to bring
everyone back from the ethers.
Not a word was heard again from
Adamus until the last session of
the gathering, where once again
he opened the channel and
then brought in Merlin. Adamus
then declared that the two channels from the gathering would
be Shoud 11 of the Emergence
Series! On July 6, during the
regular monthly Shoud, we’ll play
both channel videos from the
Santa Fe gathering.
The 10 Years with Adamus
event in Santa Fe will go down in
the Crimson Circle history books as yet another incredible, sensual and profound gathering that will be remembered for decades to come. We’ll also look back and
realize it was a turning point for our work as embodied
Masters on this planet.
July 22, 2019 is when the complete video recordings
from the weekend will be made available. The sessions
include (run times are approximate):
Opening channel* – A deep message to open the
gathering, featuring Adamus Saint-Germain and Merlin.
Opening music by Yoham.
Length: 1:10:00

10 Years with Adamus* – A historical look at 10
years of Shouds with Adamus. A great recap, and a look
at how far we’ve come since 2009.
Length: 1:05:00

Out of the Comfort Zone – Birgit Junker, Crimson
Circle German website host
Length: 0:30:00

07.19 ◦ SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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The Heart of Adamus – Jean Tinder, Crimson Circle
Content Manager
As keeper of our huge library of materials, Jean
offers her perspective of the Shaumbra journey and
receives a standing ovation from the audience for her
presentation.
Length: 0:30:00

Adamus Roast – A hilarious and irreverent toast to
Adamus featuring Tad Tandler, Tanya Mathur, Dr. Doug
Davies, Jorge Andrade and Kuthumi lal Singh.
Length: 1:40:00
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Annual Inspire Consciousness Award –
Presentation of the 2019 Inspire Consciousness Award
to Tammie O’Rielly.
Length: 0:14:00

Face-to-Face with Adamus – Some of the funniest
and most provocative moments between Adamus and
Shaumbra over the years.
Length: 0:55:00

Rude Awakening featurette – The Rude Awakening
crew talks about their upcoming film, and shows a
20-minute featurette that captures the hearts and minds
of everyone in attendance. Featuring Jonathan Kray,
Sandra Roggerman and Jorge Andrade.
Length: 1:00:00

Closing channel* – Adamus Saint-Germain and Merlin
close out the gathering with a look at where we’re come
from and where we’re going. Opening and closing
music by Yoham.
Length: 1:10:00

*IMPORTANT NOTE: The opening and
closing channels comprise Shoud 11 of
The Emergence Series. They will be shown
during the July 6 webcast and included in
our Library free of charge. The “10 Years
with Adamus” video will be offered free of
charge on YouTube in late July.
Price: $33 through October 22, 2019,
$44 thereafter
Format: Streaming audio, video and
text (channel transcripts only)
Access: 90 days from date of purchase
Available: July 22, 2019
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ALI VE

the idea that

JONATHAN KRAY:
Morpheus and Neo are sitting across from
one another in burgundy-leather chairs.
All is white around them.
MORPHEUS
Do you believe in fate, Neo?

NEO
No.

MORPHEUS
Why not?

I’m not in control of my life.

MORPHEUS
I know exactly what you mean.

MORPHEUS
You have come here because you know
something. What you know you can’t
explain but you feel it. You’ve
felt it your whole life, felt that
something is wrong with the world.

14

NEO

You don’t know what, but it’s there

Because I don’t like

like a splinter in your mind,
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driving you mad. It is this feeling
that brought you to me. Do you know
what I’m talking about?

NEO
The Matrix?

MORPHEUS
Do you want to know what it is?

I was obsessed with movies as a kid. I loved the storytelling of television
and film and especially stories that were way out there. Star Trek, Star Wars,
The Dark Crystal, Close Encounters, Labyrinth. The wackier and the more outof-the-box, the better. My parents warned me that too much television would
not be good for me, but I always used it as a portal to escape. It was my way
of making sure I kept remembering, imagining and dreaming, and to not let
the denseness of collective reality sweep me away. I never lost my innate
capacity for dreaming or the deep feeling that we could all create fantastic
worlds and stories… but I sure did rationalise it away for a few decades.
Last year, as Jorge joined our team, we formed
a trinity and started on our own Quest. It was a
fellowship of three travelers finding their way
through this fantastical schizophrenic land of old
and new creation. The ultimate treasure? Our
own sovereignty and a testament of this journey
in the form of a documentary. Jorge represented
the untethered dreamer, I represented the builder of structure to make the dream become more
solid, and Sandra the intuition to keep the dream
flowing, changing and expanding to where it
needed to go.
As with many quests, the start was rough. We
needed to pass through the treacherous Valley
of the Ego, take a left at the Gollum of Greed
and after that traverse the extremely dangerous
Mind Marshes. Needless to say, we got stuck
in there for a while. When we, to our own surprise, survived this ordeal, we were faced with the final and perhaps most
difficult challenges – Approval Mountain and the slippery corridors in the
Alley of Allowing.
07.19 ◦ SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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A year ago, this was all theory. But we took our first steps, committed
fiercely to our own journey and lightly chased the carrot of this massion project. Since our heroes are
still human, we sometimes needed
some light human incentives to
keep us going, and these helped us
drag our weary human asses out of
the dreaded Pit of Procrastination
on many occasions.
All of us are now experiencing the
story of this quest and the dream
we had for lifetimes. It is all real and
available right now if we so choose.
In Santa Fe we stood on stage
to present a 20-minute edit of the
documentary about our story and,
compared to our presentation in
Bled, we didn’t need to ask for any
money, approval or favors. It was just
a beautiful sharing of our dream and
those who resonated automatically
stepped forward, either in gratitude, in giving us good advice or in big investments. The quest itself is far from over, the budget is only half complete, but
the fellowship has all grown up.
It feels a bit like finding the holy grail half way through the movie.

The fellowship holds the grail, looking a
bit confused.

JONATHAN
Ehm, ok… that was easy…

SANDRA
Now what do we do?

JORGE
Continue on?

16
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JONATHAN
But what is our goal? What is our motivation?

JORGE
Maybe to just enjoy the adventure but
without the obstacles?

A moment of silence.
All burst out in laughter.
Queue three extremely cheesy eighties-style
freeze frames of each cast member laughing.

JORGE ANDRADE:
Morpheus and Neo atop
large city. Neo is out
is learning who he truly
tionship with the old /
is possible.

a skyscraper in a
of the matrix. He
is, what his relamatrix is and what

MORPHEUS
You have to let it ALL go Neo… Fear,
doubt and disbelief. Free your mind.

07.19 ◦ SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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Morpheus turns away, takes a step, leaps
(with little effort) clears a whole street
and lands atop a new building.

Neo
Whoa!

Whoa, indeed! With a lot of allowing. A lot. And what does this feel like to
be in both “the new” and yet still think, from time to time, I’m still in the old?
Strange. Surreal. Other worldly. And yet, weirdly familiar. Simply and honestly,
I feel like a child. A grown-up child. A man child. Kinda like that.
Remember when you were a kid? Remember the days you would wake up,
excited for what the day would bring, without a care in the world? Maybe you
would jump on a bike and head over to your best friend’s house to play? This
is what it truly feels like for me these days. I wake up, smile at the body I’m
in, then I do my “morning ritual” me time. Usually, this means no distractions.
A cup, or several, of good mocha coffee, my current fave. Then I’m dressed
and out the door. Either a walk or a bike ride on my star. Let me explain. I,
now, live in The Netherlands. Atop a 13-pointed star. It’s an historic fortress
town just outside Amsterdam and it’s gorgeous. In fact, as I write this, I’m
celebrating my one-year anniversary here. Anyway, then I return home and
look and feel into where I am on the day, where I am in my life, and in my
current project(s). I write some, answer some emails
perhaps, shower, get dressed, then connect with
“the gang” – our RA team. Either they come to the
office, our beloved Deirdre, or I head to their farm,
a ten-minute bike ride away. And, as when we were
children, I knock on their door and ask if Jonathan
& Sandra can play. Or at least this is what it feels
like to me now.
Recently we were invited by Crimson Circle to
Santa Fe, NM and give a presentation about where
we are with Rude Awakening, the film. If you happened to be there, you know. If not, soon you will
be able to join in on the monumental experiences
of that beautiful weekend. Something was different. Very different. No dreariness, lots of refreshing laughter, joyous tears, raucous dancing and
hella-hella fun with so many fellow travelers as we,
Shaumbra, once again turned a page.
In preparation for the event, we asked ourselves: What do we want to
share? Beyond what it’s been like individually and as a team to go through
the experience of having a clever idea and allowing it to become a Massion

18
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project like “Rude Awakening,” and all that came or went with it. For not only
are we documenting and telling this story, we’ve are unquestionably going
through it ourselves.
In all this allowing, I’ve reconnected with the four-year-old in me who’s
mind was blown in a small Ecuadorian theatre, after watching E.T. the ExtraTerrestrial for the first time and imagined: One day I will do that. We’ve also
realized that, in this allowing, our individual and collective beliefs and perceptions of what’s possible were completely blown. Allowing our true dreams to
guide us through these uncharted waters. Reigniting and fueling our imaginations and our unique individual expressions. And a true passion for storytelling, filmmaking, creativity and what’s possible in the new. The dreamer
now free to soar.
So, what comes next dear Shaumbra? Ah, the future now. With several projects in the works beyond our Rude Awakening, we aim to continue inspiring
and expanding consciousness through the arts. (For more on this please see
the soon to be released video of our presentation in Santa Fe.)
And now this man child has no shame admitting he is one. In fact, I am
beyond proud to express and celebrate this, finally.
Salud, cheers, chin-chin, prost! And Oh Be Ahn to what dreams may come.

07.19 ◦ SHAUMBRA™ MAGAZINE
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SANDRA ROGGERMANN:
A funny thing happened on the road to realization… I dreamed that I
was sleeping
In our 20-minute sneak peek video, we ask: What is awakening? What are
you awakening from? And what’s beyond awakening?
It’s a funny contradiction to me. For the longest time I’ve had a dream
that there’s more to life, something far more real than ‘reality.’ “Be realistic
Sandra,” I heard many people say. “Wake up!”
But what was waking up for me, was falling asleep for others. I think I just
woke up into the real dream and it’s oh so real!
Looking back on my life I was always restless, knowing I was here for
something huge but not being able to figure out what it was. I went through
a lot of hoops, thinking it’s this or that, in between deciding that I’m probably
just crazy and I should be happy with just being alive, having a family, driving
a second-hand car, going on the same vacation every year, having the same

20
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friends since kindergarten, doing the same thing for my birthday every year
and just being what the world expects me to be. Yeah, well… no. Turns out
that wasn’t an option for this German Aries that had always been just plain
stubborn and a pain in the backside for everyone that thought conformity was
the grandest invention.
Eventually, I gave in to my intuition. It was way too loud to ignore any more,
and I was way too bored with life anyway.
I started making some big decisions in my life, like leaving two husbands
(not at the same time), leaving a safe job, moving to a different country and
the most recent: giving up my identity as a coach. Fast forward to today…
I’m living my dream. Every morning I wake up and I check if it’s just a dream.
Sounds too cheesy? Probably… AND at the same time I keep making choices
to let go of anything unreal and undreamy in my life.
I work with 2 other amazing dreamers, and our job is telling stories
that remind you of your dream. So, I guess you could say we’re 3 professional dreamers.
I’m already working on a majestic dream. Imagine a huge canvas, I’m
painting… I see me traveling the world, a full cinema that is showing our
documentary to other professional and non-professional dreamers, a film
studio with free popcorn (we lovingly call her Deirdre, but that’s another
story), a tribe of dream painters (only broad strokes allowed) and always at
least 2 dogs by my side…

For more information and
updates on the latest developments please visit the team:

Webpage –
RudeAwakening-Film

Facebook page –
Rude-Awakening-Documentary

Email –
info@rudeawakening-film.com

Psst… Between you and me, real dreaming was never so much fun.
So dear fellow dreamer, what is awakening for YOU? What are YOU awakening from? And what’s beyond YOUR awakening?
VIEW A
SPECIAL 20-MINUTE
SNEAK PEEK!

Jonathan Kray, Jorge Andrade and Sandra Roggermann are currently producing the documentary Rude Awakening. Disruptive and raw, this is a “spiritual” film unlike any you’ve seen before.
This revolutionary documentary-film explores what happens when one
awakens to a larger world reality. It shines a new light on the untold story of
what comes after awakening when one chooses their own personal journey of
self-realization or enlightenment. No gurus. No systems. No beliefs or single
truths and absolutely no bullshit! Cinematic, humorous, breathtaking and
brutally honest.
This film will be globally released in theatres June 2020.
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EVENTS CALENDAR
PLEASE VISIT CRIMSON CIRCLE STORE FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THESE EVENTS.
N OTE :
		
		

N o t a ll ev ent s m a y y e t be ope n for re gis tration ;
C r imso n Circ le Angels re ce ive advan ce n otice .
C CCC – Cr imso n Circ l e C on n e ction Ce n te r, Lou is ville , C olor a d o

2019
JULY

OCTOBER

03

Angels Webcast			Online

05

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

07

Keahak IX Introduction		

26

Keahak IX			Online

06
13
27

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

CCCC & Online

Keahak IX 			

Online

Online

12

Keahak IX			Online

Keahak IX			Online

AUGUST

NOVEMBER

03

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

24

Keahak IX			Online

10

CCCC & Online

Keahak IX 			

CCCC & Online
Online

02

Monthly Webcast & Shoud

Villa & Online

09

Keahak IX 			

Online

08

Pavilion Blessing Ceremony

09 13 Energy Works			
18 22 The Threshold in Japanese
23

Keahak IX			

Villa Ahmyo
Villa Ahmyo
Villa Ahmyo
Online

SEPTEMBER
00

NO MONTHLY SHOUD		

03 05 The Master Code 			
07

Keahak IX 			

13 15 The Threshold Reunion 		
18 22 The Channeling Workshop
21

22

Norway
Online

Austria
Austria

Keahak IX			Online
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DECEMBER

OFFLINE

06 08 Sexual Energies School		
07

Keahak IX 			

14

Shoud & Christmas Party		

10
21

Online
Online

Angels Webcast			Online

CCCC & Online

Keahak IX			Online

i

CC TIPS
Monthly tips to help you make the most of your Crimson Circle online experience

ACCESSING THE NEW DOWNLOADS
There is a new way to access each segment of the
Master’s Pause Series. While these are downloadable
files and you can save them directly to your computer,
there is also a player that you can use to listen or watch,
directly online using your computer or mobile device!

the downward arrow on the player itself to download
the files.

To use the new player/downloader, click on the
either the audio or video button, which will show you

This player is now available on all the Master’s Pause
Series products.

The file that you are downloading will land in a folder on
your computer (usually the one called “Downloads”).
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hether we consider ourselves spiritual or not, Shaumbra always
have a sparkling feeling that there is something more. It is
an amazing knowingness that each one of us brought to this
lifetime. No matter your condition, background, or country of origin, you
brought this like a secret fire. Something that you cannot see, smell or hear,
but can only gnost. Raised in a Catholic background, I never truly had any
meaningful encounters with spirituality until much later when I “accidentally”
discovered Crimson Circle.
24
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But even so, I still found myself in the intense, almost
obsessive search for something beyond, from very early
in my life. In such a quest, my first and most important
tool was science.
I was always on the brink of craziness, or so I
thought of myself, so did the other people around
me. Over the years I studied engineering, astronomy, medicine, etc., sometimes pursuing two
professions simultaneously, yet never gaining a
formal degree in any of them. The search took me
into less common fields of science like cosmology,
quantum physics, electronics and others, more
toward the realms of science fiction. I even frantically tried to discover a mathematical definition of
the soul and ultimately freedom. Behind all of this
was a longing for something far grander than gaining a degree or that any accomplishment could
possibly offer. Not many people could relate to my
interests, and none of them could truly understand
what was behind my decisions.

Luciano Mogila

As scientific theory failed to fill in the gaps, I felt a
thirst for the experience. I wanted to go out of the
libraries and, as I see it today, to put myself in situations
that would demand a new level of the relationship with
myself. This was when I began a pilot’s career. Yes, I
wanted to fly, because maybe, who knows, the answer
could be a few thousand feet above the ground. And
indeed, I realised later, flying was about discovering
something more than what first meets the eye.
Family, friends and basically everybody that I knew
were against my desire to become a pilot. Some of
them thought it was just another of my crazy ideas.
Many of them pointed out how expensive it was. But
most of them did not trust in me to be able to do it.
They thought I would kill myself very soon, because, you
see, flying an airplane is only for very smart people. But
in the end, I did not care about any of it – if I ever see these people again, if
I have money left for food, nor if I die. I just wanted to fly.
It does not cease to amaze me how piloting a heavy machine above the
ground led me to realising my own wings. It was when soaring through the sky
that I felt something extraordinary, something words could not grasp.
As a young pilot I remember my instructor repeating many times, “When
you are going to fly, just please, forget everything and concentrate only on
the flying.” He literally said, “It doesn’t matter how crap your life was, is or will
be. Right now, it’s about flying and nothing else. You must feel the airplane
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in every moment.” I finally understood, the true gravity of flying was this precious feeling of myself in a new way, because it demanded my total presence
in every second. Of course, the unusual feeling stayed in the cockpit when I
shut the airplane doors and got back into my routine.
Another beautiful aspect of piloting is that it brings out the self-worth
issue in a very sensual way. Self-worth is absolutely crucial for the job
and this fact is even recognised by the training institutions. For example,
prospective pilots need to pass a psychological exam that measures their
confidence, and at least 25% of all the formal flying hours need to be done
completely alone. Let’s face it, who would be willing to fly with a pilot who
does not trust himself and his abilities to make the right choice in every
moment? Probably no one, not even the pilot himself. After all, the reality
of flying on your own is brutally beautiful. Of course, I remember my first
solo very well. It all basically came down to this: either I trust in myself that
I can do it, or I die. There is no in between, no compromises or ‘what ifs.’
In a very tangible way, in order to fly you need to have full trust in yourself,
without any bit of doubt. That is why learning to fly is the most grounded
thing I have ever done.
The take-off is a dangerous phase of the flight, so it’s no surprise that it
offers a lot of potential wisdom. Pilots know that as you speed up to lift the
airplane, it is not a time for holding back. The thrust must be at full power,
otherwise the plane loses momentum and stays firmly on the runway.
Also, something fascinating happens just seconds before reaching the
exact take off speed. In those few seconds, the pilot – at least a less experienced one – does not know if the wheels of the airplane are still on the
runway or already in the air. In other words, there is a moment when you
do not know whether you are flying or not. If only you could step aside to
see the full picture of the plane to find out for sure. In connection with the
physics of enlightenment, this is a very beautiful analogy, a way of saying
that the human needs to step aside to see that YOU, all of you, are already
flying – the truth that Adamus has told us so many times. The Master and the
I Am can see that, but the young pilot, flying on his own wings for the first
time, is so immersed in the final moments of the take-off that he is unaware
he’s already soaring in his divinity. As Adamus has said, “Let the wings of
your dream carry you into Realisation.”
Yes, there is a direct relationship between craziness, emergence and flying.
You need to go crazy to see that you are flying, in other words, that you have
already emerged. Being outside of the mind does feel crazy. To go beyond
is easy, stupid even; you just assume, without holding back, that everything
is possible in your awareness and so it is in the now. The mind, which truly is
just one limited point of awareness, cannot deal with that. So, at one point
you will find yourself in the awkward moment of not knowing, at least from
your mind, whether your feet have left the ground or not. But if you switch
your perception from thinking to assuming, you can allow yourself to realise
you are both – still in the take-off AND flying.
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By now you should know that realisation is not about how famous, healthy
or abundant you are (or are not). It is about embodying that everything is
possible, not from a place of power, but simply because of who you are.
Ultimately it is about letting your knowingness and the true passion of your
heart become one. Only a crazy being can allow real dignity.
Currently I am working in the interdimensional lab with John (Kuderka) and
Tesla. After his crossing, John invited me to be a part of their projects, and I

know I worked with Tesla physically in the past. So, the three of us and one
more embodied master are developing the technology that is intimately related to I AM. And of course, as you might guess, Adamus is hanging around
the lab a lot. Sharing all this with you is a reminder to myself. I believed I was
crazy, until I realized that I was not crazy at all. And therefore, I got my wings.

Luciano is a visionary, inventor of his own freedom and passionate professor
of the infinity. He is currently working on the launch of a technological company co-founded with his wife, as well as a software called Dragon Code, which
about materialising the infinite ways the master connects with the human. He
is also writing a novel about different perspectives of self-acceptance. Luciano
lives in Argentina and may be contacted via email.
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Beginning in 2007, the Crimson
Circle has presented the Inspire
Consciousness award every year
to a person or persons who have
gone above and beyond in their
service to Shaumbra and awakening humans around the world. Each
year there are a dozen or more
finalists, which makes the ultimate
choice a very difficult decision. But
it is always our pleasure to review
the work being done around the
world by dedicated and loving
Shaumbra for the sake of others.
This year, we had the pleasure of
presenting the award to Tammie
O’Reilly for her passionate and dedicated work supporting Shaumbra
and Crimson Circle in many ways.
We asked Tammie a few questions
about her journey over the years.

INSPIRE CONSCIOUSNESS
AWARD

Shaumbra Magazine: How and when did your spiritual journey begin, and how did it take shape over the years?

Tammie O’Rielly: I always had a sense of magic when I was
young, talking to the fairies in the garden and “god” in the sky. Raised in the
United Church of Canada, a moderate Protestant religion, I remember arguing
with the minister over the sex of angels! I was always a seeker, questioning
and trying to figure out this world.
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In high school, I studied existentialist poets and wrote a poetry anthology
based on the Joni Mitchell song “Both Sides Now,” looking at the duality of
life. I always felt there was something beyond what we could see, and discovered “metaphysics” through Science of Mind in 1980 along with my first
channelled books by Edgar Cayce, Seth, and others. At 22 years old, Seth’s
“Nature of Personal Reality” was my bible, which I quoted liberally much to
my co-workers’ dismay. I loved that book!
I also somehow realized that self-love was the key and started doing some
of those early experiential workshops, rebirthing and relationship stuff. It
was the early days of the New Age world of affirmations and visualization.
We all wanted the magic and miracles through the power of the mind! It
worked. And it didn’t. Who really had THE answer? Many of the teachers I
met were not in balance with their teachings and the hypocrisy made me
move on from most groups.
I had been living and working as a copywriter in the ad industry in Calgary
when I first woke up and started my journey. A major head-on car collision
was my real “bump and almost kill.” During that very surreal moment of time
standing still, I knew I had a choice to not only live, but to truly live! My outside life fell apart after that. I lost my job and returned home to Kelowna, BC
where I went through a deep depression. Somehow, I even knew back then
never to go on SSRI’s but rather to really FEEL the darkness of my divinity!
One day in a quiet moment, I experienced a life altering shift where I “knew”
that everything that HAD been and WOULD be was absolutely perfect! You
can’t fuck it up! I felt that golden wash of love that Geoff has talked about. I
thought it was an angel but now know it was my Master. That deep knowingness sustained me when times got tough!
I had also found “A Course in Miracles” channelled by Jesus, which I
seriously studied for several years and helped facilitate, founding the first
Canadian ACIM Association and centre. It became the first spiritual hub in
Kelowna where I also started to sell new age books, sponsor other workshops
and even show Ramtha and Lazarus videos of channelled information. Later
on, I published the first holistic directory here as well hosted author/speaker
events. I always seemed to be a spiritual catalyst in our area, and it was my
passion to be a messenger at the time in the mid ‘80s. I was really excited
when I saw ACIM for sale in Costco and felt my job was done!
SM: How did you find Crimson Circle?
Tammie: I first heard of CC at a “Lightworker” event with Steve and Barbara
Rother in 2000. I looked at the website, which at the time was a tad too
“Christian” with the Tobias story for me. Then in 2003, a friend sent me the April
Shoud 9 called “Your Divine Plan,” where Tobias said that your “Divine Plan” is
not something that is written. Rather it is the passion of your soul. It is the desire
to learn something, to grow, to expand, to sense, to have experience.
I was working at the time in a stressful sales manager job with an internet
educational company. I had put my spiritual life on the back burner for a few
years, distracted by the human life of marriage, motherhood, and making
money to pay the mortgage. Plugged back into the matrix! But I was unhappy
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and a coaching course made me realize my true value of enlightenment
should be number one in my life instead of last. My mother had just died too,
which triggered a major ancestral release of no longer having to live up to
her expectations.
It was truly divine timing! My friend and
I decided to come to the Crimson Circle
Midsummer Conference that summer in
Breckenridge, CO. Every morning I got up at
5:30 to read a Shoud before work so I could
“catch up” on the three years of previous channels. There I met Geoff and Linda and pestered
them to come to Kelowna for an event. My
sales training came in handy, never taking no
for an answer and they finally came a year later
for their first workshop in Western Canada.
After a year of being with CC, I walked out
of my six-figure job, haven’t really “worked”
since, lost my husband to cancer, had my dear
dog die, a housefire, etc. Yes, on your way
to enlightenment you do “lose” everything,
but did I finally find what I was looking for?
In spades. No more seeking! For me Crimson
Circle was coming home to my spiritual family
where I found all my answers. In retrospect,
energy has truly served me these years, and
I’m now allowing the ease, grace and magic
in my life.
SM: You’ve hosted many events for many
different spiritual groups over the years. How
does Crimson Circle compare with the others?
Tammie: Really there is no comparison!
Crimson Circle and Shaumbra are unique
in the spiritual arena. We are professional,
spiritually-mature yet don’t take ourselves too
seriously. We’re not another spiritual circus
(without naming names). There is no hierarchy.
You don’t have to wear all white and crystals
or avoid coffee or cigarettes! I once hosted a
Reiki Master who hid that he was a smoker. I
said, “You belong to the wrong spiritual group!” There are few rules, little
feeding (now that SES is a prerequisite for most events) and where else is
chocolate, wine and cussing encouraged? And yet, a safe space full of laughter is always created.
What I love about hosting Geoff and Linda is who you see on stage are who
you see behind the curtains. They are real, relatable, and as irreverent as the
rest of us! And, I also add, always gracious, appreciative of staff and always,
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always in service, allowing the best experience for attendees. Online events
are great for the energy and information, but there’s nothing like a Shaumbra
live in-person shindig like the recent Santa Fe gathering!
SM: What are your three favorite teachings from Adamus?
Tammie: Allow. Allow. Allow. (Does that count as three?)
All realities already exist.
There is only ONE energy and it is mine. Period.
SM: How did you feel when your name was announced as the recipient of
the 2019 Inspire Consciousness award during the recent event in Santa Fe?
Tammie: Well, as I told the story there, I thought I was going to get a dragon toy for my dog that I’d accidentally left at Villa Amyho! So I was slightly
stunned yet deeply touched to receive this award at this time. I had honestly
come to this event feeling that I’ve really given up any spiritual identity in the
last few years – not actively teaching, hosting events, no movies, no website,
no thing. I’ve just been immersed in my own embodied realization and ‘being’
rather than ‘doing’ the last few years. So, this was really a sweet honour to
be recognized now after 16 years being with the CC every step of the way!
SM: What advice can you give for Shaumbra in general? What advice for
people coming in new to the Crimson Circle?
Tammie: Shaumbra take advice? Ha! Well I would always say honour your
own gnost/knowingness of what feels right to you and follow that. It is a very
personal journey, enlightenment is not a race, and you can’t do it wrong!
There is such a wealth of material in the Shoud library for new people, as well
as many books and online classes to choose from. But take the core classes
of SES and Aspectology when you can! And also, Threshold and Keahak when
you’re ready. Keahak is the leading edge of Crimson Circle material, no question. The money/energy is always there when you choose it to be, because
after all it is YOURS!

Tammie O’Rielly has hosted and promoted numerous spiritual events
in the interior of BC Canada for several years including eleven Crimson
Circle events. She has also premiered dozens of spiritual films having some of the largest screenings in North America. She has been a
Certified Teacher and Mentor Teacher of most CC schools and coordinates the CC Product Review Team. She currently lives the Amhyo life
in Kelowna, BC where she allows energy to work for her while she walks
her dogs and drinks a lot of Okanagan wine. She can be reached at
grittyangel@gmail.com and on Facebook.
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CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

CURRENTLY AVAILABLE CLOUD CLASSES
Most Cloud Classes will remain available indefinitely. You have 90 days streaming access from the date of purchase (or from the date
of broadcast, if applicable). We also provide online English transcripts and text translations when available. We hope you enjoy these
essential offerings from Adamus Saint-Germain!

• Adamus’ Sensuality Clinic

• The Master’s Voice

• Ancestral Freedom

• New Earth Update

• Consciousness Revolution

• ProGnost™ 2016

• DreamWalker™ Birth

• ProGnost™ 2016 UPDATE

• DreamWalker® Death Transitions

• ProGnost™ 2017

• Four Masters in Munich

• ProGnost™ 2017 UPDATE

• Magic of the Masters

• ProGnost™ 2018

• The Master’s Life, Part 1: Transfiguration

• ProGnost™ 2018 UPDATE – Goodbye Gaia

• The Master’s Life, Part 2: I Am Here

• ProGnost™ 2019 – The Dragon Enters

• The Master’s Life, Part 3: Embodiment

• Quantum Allowing

• The Master’s Life, Part 4: Sensuality

• The Simple Master – Allowing & And

• The Master’s Life, Part 5: Ahmyo

• Timeless – A Journey Beyond

• The Master’s Life, Part 6: No More!

• Wound of Adam

• The Master’s Life, Part 7: I Am Creation
• The Master’s Life, Part 8: Nova Vita
• The Master’s Life, Part 9: Realusion

THE MASTER’S LIFE, PART 9: REALUSION

NEW!

For the embodied Master on Earth, it’s important to
understand this reality and how it can be changed.
After an enthralling story of Carl, who’s drowning in
quicksand, Adamus explains how one can change
any situation. As the barrier or membrane that has
obscured consciousness is released, your relationship with energy changes, which then allows everything in your reality to change.
Broadcast start: Now playing
Cost: $195
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS
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When you become aware of gravity, time and space
as sensualities – ways of experiencing – it completely
changes how the energy comes in to serve you. Every
human has the right to change their perspective and
choose the reality you desire. In this class, you’ll gain
a new understanding of energy, this human reality,
and how to liberate yourself from the old limitations,
what Adamus calls the wizard effect.

CURRENT CLOUD CLASSES

When you subscribe to any Cloud Class you have full access to the streaming audio, video and text files for 90 days.

PROGNOST™ 2019 – THE DRAGON ENTERS

NEW!

ProGnost 2019 took an unusual turn when Adamus
said it was time for “the dragon to enter.” A higherlevel of consciousness on the planet has called in the
dragon energy, and this will have a profound effect
on the world, human consciousness and, most of all,
your own life. After being in the other realms since the
times of Atlantis, the dragon of clarity and truth now
challenges you to release whatever is still holding you
back and accept the forgiveness of the I Am.
Broadcast: Now playing
Cost: $100
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

The dragon, called in by a relatively small group of conscious and allowing humans, brings chaos, clarity and
great transformation for those who are ready. It guards
the doorway to full Realization, because none shall
pass who still hold onto guilt, shame, makyo and unforgiveness. The dragon will help you find and release the
last things that may be holding you back, eventually
emerging as the beautiful butterfly of freedom.

MAGIC OF THE MASTERS

Broadcast: Now Playing
Cost: $44
MORE INFO – ENGLISH
MÁS INFO – ESPAÑOL
WATCH EXCERPTS

NEW!

When 500 Shaumbra Masters gather in one place,
something big is bound to happen! During this event
in Bled, Slovenia, Adamus guided a DreamWalk to the
Temples of Tien, Sam (the new incarnation of Tobias’
oversoul) shared about living as a young Master on
Earth, and Kuthumi told a loving and humorous story
of communing with his soul. With guidance from
Adamus, Shaumbra rose above the gravity of mass
consciousness, which means you no longer have to
be affected by the thoughts, emotions, memories and
beliefs of others.
According to these Masters, Shaumbra have come so
far in allowing their Realization that there is now no
going back, even if you tried. You can commune with
the energies, allow them to serve you, and no longer
store your own thoughts and dreams in the mass consciousness cloud.
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hen I was five years old, one of my favourite game was to stand
in front of a mirror, stare at my reflection and repeat to myself
like a mantra, “Who Am I? Who Am I? Who Am I?” until the
outlines of my face blurred and my thoughts disappeared. I would start to feel
something beyond my form, and suddenly I was not just a little girl anymore,
but part of something vast, expanding and comforting. I felt such joy and
limitlessness. I Am, echoed within my whole being. I marveled at the knowingness that behind everything that existed was this same joyful awareness,
somewhere deep down, no matter how hidden.
I didn’t quite have words for my experience, but I would state to my parents,
“I love myself!” after these expansive moments. I wondered why there were
wars and famine when there was also this joyous expansiveness
that was always there for everyone to receive, underneath it all.
To my little girl’s mind, it seemed that in the hustle of humanness
most of us had forgotten about the real thing.
I decided I wanted to write books about self-love when I grew
up. But after that resolution, Life happened. I began trying to fit
in and learnt to doubt myself. Most of my life was spent trying
to feel like I was enough, to figure it all out, to heal and find a
way for my seemingly messy, low self-esteemed humanness to
fit together with my spiritual self.
By Anna Taipale
Over the years I had so many moments of despair, sadness,
deep loneliness and raging battles within, that at times I felt I
was going crazy and dying (and I suppose I was). I felt ashamed
for having been on a “spiritual path” practically all my life –
studying psychology, self-help and spirituality, devoting myself
to the Crimson Circle materials – and still attracting abusive relationships, not
being able to muster up the courage to “follow my bliss,” or figure out how to
make my professional dreams come true. Not to mention my failure at hacking
the abundance issue.
As one particularly tumultuous relationship was finally coming to an end, I
realized – with my left arm half-paralyzed and my inner state wrecked – that
all my life I had given the vote of how worthy I felt to other people, other
beings, ”the universe,” some outside almighty creator. Somewhere in my
sadness and frustration I decided that I was done with trying to understand
what self-love was. I’d rather die than let anyone or anything else decide my
worth ever again. I was so tired of trying to fit in, trying to somehow get the
human game right.
It really hit me what Tobias and Adamus had been talking about taking
responsibility for one’s own life and creations. Instead of looking outside for
validation, I started moving my energies as Tobias suggested at the time. I
noticed that as I focused on allowing myself the things that brought me joy in
everyday life, I was filling my life with my own energies rather than with someone else’s or the energies of mass consciousness. And, funny enough, my arm
eventually healed from that mysterious state of paralysis.
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As I started doing the tiniest things to take care of myself, even though I felt
a long way from my heart’s desires, my life started to feel more like my own.
I realized how I had been using other people to treat myself badly; no one
had actually been abusing me, but I had believed so deeply in
my own victimness that I kept attracting victimizing experiences.
In fact, I had abused others with my victimness and limited perspective of who I was.
The more I allowed myself the sweet things of life – like taking
a swimming class when I wanted to learn to surf and couldn’t
swim, or eating a packet of ice cream for dinner without guilt, or
taking a nap at the office no matter what my co-workers thought
of it – the sweeter life got. Whenever I detected resistance rising
up within making me feel like I wasn’t worthy or that I’d have to
earn that sweetness, I did it anyway. It was a process that took
a bit of persistence, but, as I kept re-committing to myself, I
noticed a shift in the way I attracted energies.
Eventually I realized self-worth was nothing to figure out,
but truly an act of consciousness. By learning to nurture myself
without guilt I was directing my energies from a place of innate
worth, rather than trying to fix and prove my worth. This established so much safety and trust within myself that I was able to
start saying no to the things that didn’t feel right and distancing
myself from what didn’t feel like a fit to me. I started to express
myself in much more direct ways. It was the Sexual Energies
School (SES) in practice, living it in everyday life.
Over time, I realized that as long as I kept working on myself –
bettering, fixing, healing and trying to understand myself (and
others) – I’d keep bringing into my reality more to fix, more to
study, more to figure out. I had been coming from a perspective
of being flawed, believing that realization, self-love and balance
were things to attain, to be worthy of, to figure out.
The more I focused on allowing myself lovely things, small and
large, the more I realized there was nothing to figure out. There
really was no one else to grant me my realization, my sense of
ease within myself, and the things I wanted to experience. This
also changed my relationship with money; it just clicked that my
relationship with myself was how I created my life. It was nothing to get right in my head, but rather the way I acted with and
towards myself, like taking myself to the toilet when I needed to
pee. It’s that simple. And especially when I was in the midst of some shit-storm
of self-doubt or a moment of life generally sucking. The point was no longer
abandoning myself even in all of my humanness.
Deliberately choosing how I wanted to treat myself in the smallest ways on
the human level is what helped me to allow myself. As I let myself just be and
enjoy life and do the things I liked, it became easier to receive each thought,
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emotion, impression, inner battle, feeling, intuition, knowingness, unfolding,
opening, darkness, light, and going beyond. I realized receiving myself like
this, without judgement, and constantly taking sweet care of myself, was my

natural, very sensual state. The more I allowed myself just be, the smoother
it became to receive not just on the outside but on the inside too, and to
ultimately receive my soul’s compassion.
Self-love has been the most challenging thing I have ever faced because
it is so simple. If I were to crystallize it on the experiential level somehow, I’d
say self-love is experiencing oneself and life much through the senses of joy
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and beauty. There’s nothing to figure out so it was really hard on my mind. To
me, self-love is an act of consciousness on the part of the human, a conscious
choice. And for the soul, well, it’s her natural state.
It’s funny to think that I used to search high and low for the love that
was always there, but I also have tremendous awe of this journey. And this
is where the Atlantean headband, recently mentioned by Adamus, comes
into the picture.
The headband represents the conditioning into conformity, forgetting our
natural state of self-love / compassion /
being okay with who we are, just as we
are (the AND). The way I see collective
unworthiness, i.e. how the headband
is operating in the world, is the pathological belief that we have to “become”
something – smarter, sexier, healthier,
more loving or successful – by efforting
at it and “trying to get there.”
Maybe we initially created the headband in Atlantis in our innocence of
“trying to get there” in some kind of
an attempt to figure out our origins.
But it is the headband that prevents
us from remembering and realizing our
natural state of love and okay-ness just
as we are. To take off the headband is
to act from a place of honor and love
for the (human) self. This is what takes
us beyond the mind, into our senses,
and to remembering who we are. We
truly are realized already; we are that we
are, always will and always have been.
The human’s experiential part of the
holy trinity has been a messy one, and
so what? It has also always been sacred
and worthy of love. Our natural state is
the one without the headband, being
free of the unworthiness game that we
took part in as we forgot our name, “trying to get there.”
So, what brings you joy or consolation, even a tiny bit? Focus on that, allow
that. When you do, the unworthiness within your system – the guilt, shame,
wounds, every limitation you took as your own on your human journey – will
naturally rise up to the surface as resistance, presenting itself as distractions
in your reality, whether from within or on the “outside.”
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This “shit hitting the fan” is a great sign, because it means everything that
kept you in limitation is on its way out of your system. It is also an invitation
to go back to what brings you joy and nurtures you. The mud never hit the
fan because you were flawed in any way, but because you were not! Your
reality is basically always asking you: what would self-compassion be in this?
To me, answering to that question is allowing that headband to come off, to
get in sync with one’s natural state. Choosing self-respect time and time again
(especially through action, as it’s not a mental thing) peels away the stories
of limitation and eventually you’ll realize that everything in the human life is a
story, and you might as well choose the ones you prefer.
Writing and speaking about self-love has been my passion since I was a
little girl, but for quite a while I felt a bit contradictory in this passion because
I doubted whether it was just a distraction and some sort of makyo. Even
though I let go of it (and pretty much everything else) on my journey, this passion always just kept coming back. And then I realized it was a gift I was finally
giving myself in this lifetime: allowing myself to dream big, live my dreams
and do whatever the heck my heart is drawn to; truly allowing myself to sing
the song of my soul; not having to figure everything out but simply play;
experiencing my true nature in the human realm; and reclaiming my name.
As Adamus started talking about the massion, I was fully on board. The massion is not something that is expected from me, for nothing is expected from
a master. Rather, it’s like a fountain of flowers sprouting from my heart into
being, a joyful expression, a deep kaikho (or kaiho as we say in Finnish). It’s not
about trying to make people love themselves or trying to change the world,
but rather offering a perspective, illuminating a potential, purely from joy.
It puzzled me when Adamus once said art would change the world (and
gave me chills when he laughingly said, “I guess it didn’t” at some past
ProGnost), but I get it now. Whatever gets us out of our minds will change the
world. Whatever brings us joy, stirs giddiness, makes our heart and body sigh
in sweet relief or bask in the sensuality of life, that changes the world. And it’s
not that the world needs changing, but I’m so excited because my own world
has turned from blue to the symphony of sounds and colours and bloom
and glory. In essence, it was by taking myself to the toilet when I needed to
(as banal it may sound), eating as much chocolate as I wanted to, and doing
whatever the heck I wanted to do, and these choices gently (and sometimes
roughly) shook me from my dream of limitation. My world changed by participating fully in human life the way I wanted to, at last, and not thinking too
much about it anymore. In essence, I tried something New.

Anna loves flowers, nature, traveling and all things sensual. Her heart
beats for writing and all kinds of creative expression. She runs her own company guiding people towards themselves. Anna can be reached by email or
via her website.
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THE

CRITICS CORNER

Excerpts from Shaumbra reviews and comments on various products in the CC store. To leave your own feedback on any class or
product, simply go to the item page in the Crimson Circle store and click on Ratings and Reviews!

own authentic self. Anything less was not going to be
acceptable, yet there was a big tug of war going on
inside me over the Membrain.

$195

I watched the series again 3 weeks later, and I sank
much deeper into the energetics of the words. This
time I felt disoriented as things began to move. It is
hard to find words to describe the shifts I have been
experiencing. The changes are working their way
through my energetic body, my physical body, and
my psyche. Now I am curious to see what happens
next. How will my authentic self want to express itself
in my life? I am just allowing it to unfold.
~ JD

NEW PHYSICS
Master’s Life 9 - Realusion masterfully guides you beyond concepts into new experience. Adamus begins
with a story that lights up how it feels to be hopelessly
trapped in our limitations. It is a very effective story,
and an uncomfortable one, because it calls that old
victim mindset up for re-invention. Then he shows us
the way out of the trap by revealing principles of new
physics and describing how we can shift our perception to experience a different reality.
Waiting for something to change just creates more
waiting. Being the new point of perception in this
moment is the key. For those considering this class, I
would describe it as very catalytic. We are no longer
just exploring mental concepts, but taking action to
bring mastery into our daily lives.
~ DVK

REMOVING THE VEIL
The sessions brought a lot of things together for me
and created a big tipping point. After listening, I felt
very irritated. I had a deep desire to experience my
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$25

KISS – KEEP IT SIMPLE, SAM!
In “I Am Joy” Adamus guides us to the very core of our
being in a gentle way to allow joy to be felt. The words
said are in fact few; but they are repeated, so you can
allow the energy in. In the last part of the session a special effect is used on the sound of the voice – very ef-

THE

CRITICS CORNER

fectful, you will enjoy it. Like in the other Master`s Pause
products, I really enjoy the break this one brings me; this
pause to slow down and experience … To let me feel myself and allow myself to really be with all of me – only me!
Feeling my Joy …
~ FA

I CAN SENSE THE EVER-PRESENT JOY
There is no other experience more joyful than the sensuality of the Joy that comes from within. I Am Joy is the
most beautiful gift that one can receive from the I AM.
Don’t miss it Shaumbra!

$17.95

~M

MINDLESS JOY

LIGHT READING FILLED WITH WISDOM

I Am Joy. Not “I have joy” and therefore it could be
taken away, no: I Am Joy! A feeling sense of I Am,
alive in this body, in and beyond pleasure and pain,
and aware of it, too. What a concept!

To me it is a very relaxing reading to have it when I
want to change my perspectives. Thanks to the Masters that took the time to write it, I can only appreciate a light and gentle reminder for some information and wisdom and sometimes realizations put in a
form of a simple book and at hand when you can take
some time off or a pause. I highly recommend it.

Funny thing with truth, you never learn it, you just
know, and allow yourself to remember. So, Adamus
invites you to dive in, immerse, allow. Even if just for a
moment, the effects are quantum. It is really good to
experience this when you don’t feel particularly happy.
~ SS

This gift had a profound effect for me, brought some
interesting realizations (and answers to some older
questions). First listening / watching brought a huge
heart opening, something that I didn’t experienced in
a long time. There was also realizing the difference
between what the human thinks about joy and what
the feeling of joy is. Now, it is a constant reminder to
be in AND, allowing myself to feel the joy and to open
up the sense of joy.

~ FM

GOOD READ
The stories in this book are refreshingly different. They
are all different perspectives from the hearts of awakened humans. Humans on the way to full realization
here on Earth. Real and raw. Reconnecting with the
magic of human experience, they are full of aliveness.
They give me a wash of love and recognition. Good
short reads. Recommended for those who want to get
closer to their own deepest truth.
~ IW

~ FM
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SHAUMBRA HEARTBEAT

WISDOM

T

By Jean Tinder
Content Manager
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he most recent Big Amazing Thing in Shaumbra-land was the “10 Years
with Adamus” event in Santa Fe, New Mexico. In anticipation, it felt like
a pretty big deal. In person, it felt epic. In the aftermath, it feels like the
dust is still settling in a whole new reality. And, to me anyway, one of the biggest
threads weaving it all together was the thread of our stories. During the event we
shared some of our face-to-face encounters with Adamus; we heard more about
the amazing Rude Awakening film and how beautifully it tells the story; we even
used stories to poke fun at Adamus and told some more of our own. There is a
depth and treasure in our stories that I’m beginning to see like never before.

Adamus began his very first Shoud after Tobias left with
a reminder of our times with him in the Mystery Schools,
because those stories are a connecting point nearly all of
us can relate to. Then he encouraged us to document our
experiences going through this transformation, not only
for our own perspective and reassurance, but also to light
the way for others. More than anything else, I believe it is
this record – our stories – which will inform, reassure and
inspire the next wave of awakening humans.
I’ve “known” this for a while, but it really clicked in
Santa Fe, because I began to clearly see how every single
one of us are experiencing the challenges, doldrums and
frustrations ONLY for the stories we’ll be able to tell! Is
that a good enough reason? Well, why else would we
bother? We’ve all had moments of thinking we missed
out, got something wrong, or maybe that the Shaumbra
train is rumbling ahead without us. But it’s not true at all!
We are simply going through the motions of being stuck,
confused, embarrassed, lost, passionless and every other
challenge. We already know the way out, but we decided
to do it one more time in order to truly and thoroughly
blaze the trail.
Adamus has said so many times that we didn’t have
to be here, that we could have allowed our Realization
one, two, three lifetimes ago. Do we really believe him?
Really? If so, maybe it means you’re doing absolutely
nothing wrong. Maybe you’re actually not lost, confused,
passionless. Maybe you said, “I know this particular path
especially well. And, now that I found the way out, I’ll go
‘round one more time and really clear the passage so
others can find it too.” Whether your path is lack of abundance, lost love, betrayal, mental imbalance, physical
pain, health problems or any other challenge, you’re not
stuck in it. You’re actually an expert in getting through it,
which is why you’re doing it one last time.
It’s just what we do. We were the first in our angelic
families to dive in to the physical realms – “I can do this!
I’ll find the answer and bring it back.” We were the ones
determined to make it real, and we’re still at it! Now,
instead of being stuck, we’re treading down the weeds
so the path is clearly marked. At any time, we can look up
and remember – “Oh yeah, there’s the exit!”
My 16-year old daughter is a gamer. She plays many

different computer games, and sometimes I watch for a
while, because they are a fascinating metaphor for life.
After selecting the game she wants to play, she creates
her character or “avatar,” complete with various attributes and abilities, then jumps into play. Sometimes her
character has a mission, other times it simply explores
the virtual world. Sometimes the going is easy, sometimes the character gets attacked and killed almost
immediately (and then “re-spawns” and keeps going).
Sometimes there’s a particularly tough part and it takes
quite a few tries before she gets through it. And then
what? Once she’s mastered a tough spot, she invites her
friends to bring their avatars over and watch her character go through it one more time. It’s still a challenge, her
character could still potentially “die” in the process, but
now everyone can see how it’s done AND she has the
satisfaction of proving it. That’s exactly what we’re doing!
You are the gamer, playing in this virtual reality purely
for the experience. Your human self is your avatar, the
one running around, bashing into things, defending,
exploring, dying and starting over. In its limited awareness, the avatar has no idea it’s already been through
this maze a thousand times, but the gamer is collecting
experience, wisdom and stories galore.
When my daughter’s character gets stuck or even killed
in the game, she doesn’t really care. In fact, sometimes
she sets it up on purpose, in order to shift to another
place or level, or even change to a different game.
Sometimes she rushes right into the enemy lines or the
bog of death, just to see what happens. No matter what
“disaster” befalls the character, SHE is having fun with the
whole experience. Can you imagine what would happen
if the character became self-aware, and then the gamer
joined consciousness with the character in the game? At
that point, they both would realize what’s going on, and
everything would go to a whole new level of experience.
Sounds kind of familiar, doesn’t it?
Dear Shaumbra, what’s your story? What are the tough
spots and joys you have chosen to illustrate? Wherever
you’ve felt anything else less than masterful is exactly
where your treasure is, because there lies your story, your
wisdom, your contribution to our incredible library of
consciousness. It’s the part of the game you have actu-
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We would like to acknowledge the Crimson Circle Angels for your
unfailing energetic and financial support. Without you, we would not
be able to make this extensive library of material available to conscious
and aware humans around the world. Your support means everything!
In grateful appreciation to the Crimson Circle Angels from around the world.
The Crimson Circle Staff
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Can you see what’s really going on? In a way, we’re writing the “cheat
codes” for other characters and players to use whenever they are ready
to finish up the game. Will they have it easier than us? Probably. Does it
matter? Not really, because we wanted to do it first, to be the pioneers,
the beta testers. And here we are, having finally gotten through it and
ready to share our wisdom.
Remember this: You are living your own story for the experience – for
the fun of it, to be alive within your creation – and you can remember this
at any time. We “won” the game already, now we’re going back through
the parts we learned the best and marking the path for everyone else.
Why? Because we can. That’s the only reason. So, live your story, tell
your story, be your story and yes, rewrite your story whenever, however
you wish.
Oh, one more thing. The first person who hears your story is yourself,
so pay attention to what you’re telling, because that’s how you make it
real. To paraphrase the quote from Henry Ford, whether you say you can,
or say you can’t – you’re right. Because your voice, the magical combination of your physical self and your consciousness, is your expression into
this reality. It is your personal manifestation of non-physical into physical,
the part of you that bridges heaven and earth. Use it with wisdom.
We’re coming into a time of embodied magic, of
true creation and conscious experience. Until now,
we’ve been experiencing the in-breath – turning
within, breathing ourselves back to life, bringing our
aspects home. But after the in-breath must come the
out-breath – the expression, the creation, the story.
Now comes the time of telling your choices into reality, of telling others how you did it, of speaking your
history into existence.

You’re Crazy…
Until You’re Not
Highlights from
Emergence Shoud 10

NEW VIDEOS

ally mastered. So, let yourself remember what’s really going on, sit back,
allow, and enjoy the experience for what it is.

Journey to the
House Shaumbra
From Emergence Shoud 10
Viaje a la Casa
de los Shaumbra

Merabh – Follow
the Knowingness
From Emergence Shoud 10
Merabh – Sigue tu certeza
interior

So, what’s your story? How’s your game? Where’s
your wisdom? Because those are your legacy, the
treasure you’ll leave behind. And the best stories, of
course, are the ones about overcoming the biggest
challenges and solving the murkiest puzzles. You’ve
written the script and played the part. Now bring it
to life and remember what you’re really doing.
I see you, dear Shaumbra. Each of you that I’ve
encountered online or in person, each who has
struggled and fallen, remembered and triumphed – I
see you. No matter what part of the story you’re in,
I wish that you will see you too.

Ghosts that We Knew
Played at Emergence Shoud 10
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MEET THE CRIMSON CIRCLE STAFF
INTERVIEW WITH STEVE SALINS,
CRIMSON CIRCLE FINANCE MANAGER

SHAUMBRA MAGAZINE: How and when did you find Crimson Circle?
STEVE: Well, that’s an interesting story. Mary Alyce Owens (previous
CC Finance Manager) and I had both applied at the same time back
in 2009, and I was supposed to have an interview with Geoff. But then
he cancelled it, because he hired Mary Alyce. The reason I know that is
because when I applied again in 2015, Geoff was looking for my information and found the email from 2009. Isn’t that a coincidence? They
had put out another ad because Mary Alyce was retiring and knew it
would take a while to train somebody (because Crimson Circle is more
complex than people realize), so I applied again, and the rest is history.
It was the first time that’s ever happened to me.
SM: What skills did you bring to the job?
STEVE: Well, I can definitely aggravate people.
SM: (chuckling) Did you bring that skill or learn it on the job?
STEVE: Some of that is my personality, but a bigger piece is the job
itself. They call a lot of people in my position “controllers” and it’s not
to control people, but it’s to control and monitor the assets of the business. I’ve got over 30 years’ experience, and I picked that up along the
way. It’s part of the responsibilities to pay attention to what’s going on.
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Accounting has a set of rules and it’s to control and safeguard the
money and other assets of the business. I have a different position
than [other staff members], because I see the money and have to
pay people. I’ve worked for several different industries and every
different business has its own uniqueness, including Crimson Circle.
For instance, our revenue streams aren’t like any other business I’ve
been involved with.
I actually have three degrees – a bachelor’s degree in psychology,
a master’s in social work, and an MBA in accounting, which I totally
4.0’d. But I still struggled with the writing, so I admire [others on the
staff] because they can write and be creative, and for me it’s always
been easy with numbers.
SM: Did you ever do anything with your other degrees?
STEVE: Yes. I worked in mental hospitals as an intern, in a locked
ward with people who had major issues. Also, when I got out of
college, my first job was administrative assistant to the executive
director of a children’s mental health agency in Washington, D.C.
That was an interesting experience, but it was my Navy experience
that made me understand integration, getting along, living in close
proximity of other people and being respectful.
SM: How long were you in the Navy?
STEVE: I joined at 18 and did active duty for two years, four
months. I went to technical school and worked as a mechanic on
aircraft systems, air conditioning systems, aviators, equipment,
pressurization. I was stationed in Japan for almost two years and we
cruised all over the South Pacific, and I loved it. That’s how I got my
travel bug. Then I got out and went to college and started working.
My family had a $50-million wholesale fruit and produce business in
Washington, D.C. and I worked for them part time when I was going
to school, and that’s where I began to see where my abilities really
were. When I got out of the Navy, I thought I wanted to help people,
which was the impetus for getting my MBA and degree in psychology. But after noticing my abilities in accounting, the CPA firm from
my family’s business asked me to change my major from psychology
to accounting.
SM: So, you’re really bringing a diverse kind of background to the
Crimson Circle, not just the accounting. You have this other stuff that
in some way kind of relates a little bit.
STEVE: Yeah, and I remember when I was in college, my parents
had done this “est” training. I did that way, way back, and it was kind
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of – it was different. It was training not to make something into what
you think it is, but “it is what it is.” So, I did that a long time ago, and
I’ve always been more open to spiritual stuff, stuff that’s unexplainable, stuff that is just different. I’ve always been fascinated with it.
Plus, it’s amazing the kind of entrepreneur that Geoff is. There is
a difference between entrepreneurs and people who manage companies. Entrepreneurs have this vision where they can make things
happen, whereas managers do the day-to-day stuff and just manage
things instead of developing stuff. He’s definitely a visionary, and it’s
neat to watch it happen.
SM: What would you say is the worst part of your job?
STEVE: The most challenging part of my position is processing
Accounts Payable. Accounts Payable is the process of paying our
domestic and international vendors, paying employee expense
reports, and other types of entities such as the Federal Government
and State and Local Governments. To compound the complexity,
we pay by wire, ACH, PayPal, credit card, and gift cards to our store.
Each payment process has its own rules that I must follow, especially
banking rules and regulations.
We process Accounts Payable on a weekly basis. Many companies do not pay that fast. I have seen in my career, some companies
that pay not weekly, but up to 90 days after receiving an invoice.
Crimson values each and every vendor that performs a product or
service for the company. Crimson Circle also values its employees,
and other entities and has made it a priority to pay promptly. There
are times when a delay in processing happens such as when there
are international events or other technical or logistical issues.
SM: What’s your favorite part of the job?
STEVE: Being in a successful company! I mean, from the
accounting side, when we can pay our vendors and make a profit,
it’s fun. I’ve worked in companies that have lost money and it’s
really not fun to go to work when you’ve got to tell people, “No,
I can’t pay you this week.” I’ve been in companies where they’re
either dying, or the industry has shifted or whatever and they
haven’t kept up with it. So, the biggest thing is that we are a wellrun company. And Geoff and Linda are good to the staff including
compensation and acknowledgment.
SM: What are your day-to-day tasks?
STEVE: Well, it’s different every single day. During the beginning
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of the week, I get the payables in order, which means I acknowledge them, review them and get them into the accounting system.
You know, we get stuff in from Paymentech (credit card processor),
American Express and PayPal, so I go in and process the daily batch
of payments.
I’m also dealing with vendors. If we get a new vendor, I have to
get the legal forms from them and set up their banking information. Also, depending on the time of the month, I reconcile all of
our balance sheet accounts. There’s the income statement and also
the balance sheet, which shows ongoing accounts, money coming
in and out, receivables coming in and out, and other transactions,
like when we pay stuff in advance. That’s continuous, whereas an
income statement starts over from zero each month. The reconciliations can be quite lengthy. I also do payroll, refunds, and generate
the financial statements.
Obviously, I have to be cognizant of Geoff and Linda, because I
have their trust. I told them when they hired me, “I’ll treat this as if
it was my own money, and if I wouldn’t do something with my own
money, I’m not going to do it with yours,” so I take my job personally. It’s the best job I’ve ever had. Is it challenging? Yes, at times.
It’s give-and-take, like anything else. I spend most of my time doing
this, and then when I’m on my own time I really want to be off and
do something fun.
The two major accomplishments in my life were getting that 4.0
when I got my MBA and also doing a bicycle ride in Evergreen called
the Triple Bypass, 117 miles and three mountain passes in one day. It
was brutal. Physically, it seemed to take forever, and it just beat me
down, but those are two things I’m most proud of. I rode bicycles
for 20-plus years and have ridden all over the country, as well as in
Mexico, New Zealand and Costa Rica.
So, when I do have fun, I really have fun. I’m more of a risk taker
than some people are. I feel good with my physical abilities. I do
CrossFit three to five days a week, and I’m in there with 20-year-olds.
So that’s kind of in a nutshell what I do. Hopefully you get the idea
that I’m safeguarding the assets of the company. That’s the most
basic thing that I do.
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NEW TRANSLATIONS
Category

Title

Language

Link

MASTER’S
PAUSE

I Am Remembering

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, IT, NO,
PT, RU

MORE
INFO

CLOUD
CLASS

TML 9 - Realusion

BR, BG, CZ, DE, ES, FR, GR,
HU, IT, JP, NO, PL, PT, RU, TR

MORE
INFO

MASTER’S
PAUSE

I Am Joy

BR, CZ, DE, ES, FR, HU, IT, NL,
NO, PL, PT, RO, RU, TR

MORE
INFO

To see a complete list of all translations,
check out the Translation Table HERE

LEGEND: BR=Português Brazil, BG=Progu Bulgarian, CZ=Czech, DE=Deutsch, DK=Danske, ES=Español, FI=Suomi, FR=Français, GR=ελληνικά, HU=Magyar, ID=Indonesian,
IT=Italiano, JP=日本語, KO = Korean, LV= Latviski, NL=Nederlands, NO=Norsk, PL=Polskie, PT=Português, RO=Română, RU=русский, SL=Slovenski, SR= Српски,
SV=Svensk, TR=Türk, UK= український
VIEW THE COMPLETE LIST OF AVAILABLE TRANSLATIONS
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
ASPECTOLOGY
SCHOOL

®

July 19–21, 2019
Purbach am Neusiedlersee, Austria
Marianne Fuerlinger and Heinrich Balatka
Language: German
August 9–11, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

October 25–27, 2019
Svelvik/Drammen near Oslo, Norway
Eva Storrusten and Evy Finjord Heggelund
Language: Norwegian
November 15–17, 2019
Rodgau–Hainhausen (near Frankfurt/M.), Germany
Karin Hoyer
Language: German
November 29 – December 1, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
ASCENSION
TRANSITIONS

August 9–11, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

DREAMWALKER™
BIRTH TRANSITIONS

August 30–September 1, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian
October 18–20, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

August 16–18, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

July 5–7, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

August 23–25, 2019
Castillon la Bataille, France
Jean–Pascal Danos
Language: French

September 9–11, 2019
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
Language: Polish

July 5–7, 2019
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

August 23–25, 2019
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

November 8–10, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

July 19–21, 2019
Seoul, South Korea
Jae Chun Ryu and HyunOck Jang
Language: Korean

DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS
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CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DREAMWALKER™
DEATH TRANSITIONS

July 19–21, 2019
Krummhoern, Germany
Viola Koehler
Language: German

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

November 8–10, 2019
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
Language: Finnish
November 22–24, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

July 26–28, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO

August 30–September 1, 2019
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
Language: Polish

DREAMWALKER™
LIFE

September 6–8, 2019
Leverkusen/Cologne, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

July 26–28, 2019
Bad Honnef, Germany
Brise Baulitz and Gerd Heesen
Language: German

September 13–15, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

September 27–29, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

November 1–3, 2019
Zurich, Switzerland
Eveline Rufer
Language: German

October 18–20, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German
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July 20–22, 2019
Bogotá, Colombia
Hilda Diaz
Language: Spanish
September 2–4, 2019
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough–Wojciechowska
Language: Polish
October 4–6, 2019
Turku, Finland
Rita Forsberg–Kimura
Language: Finnish

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZE™
July 5–8, 2019
Yokohama, Japan
Noriko Ookubo
Language: Japanese

CRIMSON CIRCLE CORE CLASSES

ESSENTIAL MATERIAL FOR LIFE IN THE NEW ENERGY – TAUGHT BY CERTIFIED TEACHERS

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
NEW ENERGY
SYNCHROTIZE™
August 17–20, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
DISCOVERING
YOUR PASSION
July 9–10, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy
Language: Hungarian

CLICK IMAGE
FOR VIDEO
SEXUAL ENERGIES
SCHOOL
July 5–7, 2019
Sibiu, Romania
Cristian Albeanu and Daniela Gavan
Language: Romanian

July 5–7, 2019
Purbach am Neusiedlersee, Austria
Marianne Fuerlinger and Heinrich Balatka
Language: German

August 23–25, 2019
Seoul, South Korea
Jae Chun Ryu and HyunOck Jang
Language: Korean

July 19–21, 2019
Oberkirch, Germany
Heidi Staeheli
Language: German

August 30 – September 1, 2019
Campinas, SP, Brazil
Luiz Antonio Viotto
Language: Brazilian Portuguese

July 26–28, 2019
Munich, Germany
Silke Steininger
Language: German

September 6-8, 2019
Warsaw, Poland
Liliana Tough-Wojciechowska
Language: Polish

August 2–4, 2019
Budapest, Hungary
Timea Thomazy and Robert Gulyas
Language: Hungarian

September 13-15, 2019
Mondsee near Salzburg, Austria
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

August 9–11, 2019
Hamburg, Germany
Angelika Ruppert
Language: German

September 13-15, 2019
Copenhagen, Denmark
Bettina Maria Weigel Andersen
Language: Danish

August 9–11, 2019
Bucharest, Romania
Lucieta Gavril and Andrei Tarta–Arsene
Language: Romanian

September 20-22, 2019
Castillon la Bataille, France
Jean-Pascal Danos
Language: French

August 16–18, 2019
Rodgau near Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Angelika Ziegler and Karin Hoyer
Language: German

December 6-8, 2019
Live Online
Hosted live by Geoffrey and Linda Hoppe
Language: English, Spanish

August 16–18, 2019
Liebefeld, Switzerland
Heidi Staeheli
Language: German
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